
Perfect Cleanse Shampoo. Effective detox cleansing A fusion 
of Mediterranean fruits: lemons, red grapes, and apples provide 
protection and shine. 

For fine hair, we recommend conditioning with Body Maker 
Balm, which provides texture and elasticity. If intense hydration 
is required, apply Organic Balance Treatment. Its kendi oil 
nourishes from roots to ends.

Organic Balance hydra-oil, silicone-free, for instant detangling. 
Provides hydration and nourishment. 

Full Defense Serum offers complete protection. Its extract, 
made of vegetable oil and whole grain rice, works against polluting 
particles and blue light.

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Men and women who work in the city, and who enjoy its streets, 
shops, businesses, and daily life and are passionate about 
strolling through its streets.

BENEFITS
Recaptures hair’s liveliness and keeps it healthy. 

URBAN RITUAL

RITUALS

This ritual, designed for hair exposed to the effects of urban life, protects 
and rebuilds hair volume, hydration, and nourishment.
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Perfect Cleanse Shampoo. Effective detox cleansing. A fusion 
of Mediterranean fruits: lemons, red grapes, and apples provide 
protection and shine. Removes residue from sea water and 
swimming pools (nitrate, chlorine, etc.).

Deep Care Treatment. Organic oil from Abyssinia nourishes and 
increases elasticity and shine. With Keravis, which rebuilds hair’s 
internal structure.

Deep Care Conditioner. FiberHance, a natural derivative 
extracted from corn seeds, repairs hair’s internal structure and 
increases its resistance. 

Body Maker Mist. Enhances flexible, instant volume. Soy and rice 
microproteins rejuvenate and protect hair.

Full Defense Serum effectively protects the structure of hair 
fiber. It prevents the fiber from “suffocating” and losing vigor and 
protects against the loss of lipids. 

Organic Balance Oil. Made from 99% naturally derived 
ingredients and rich in omega-3, with nutritional properties. It can 
also be applied to skin.

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Athletes with a hectic routine, who combine urban life with 
regular exercise either outdoor or at the gym (swimming, 
running, cross fit, etc.). When doing sports, hair is more exposed 
to moisture due to sweat. In the case of water sports, with 
prolonged exposure to chlorinated or salt water and to the 
outdoor elements—sun, wind, and temperature changes—hair 
ends up damaged, fragile, and losing its natural shine.

BENEFITS
Recaptures hair’s hydration and shine and keeps it healthy. 
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SPORTS RITUAL

RITUALS

This ritual, designed for hair that requires special care, 
moisturizes and flaunts healthy, shiny hair.
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